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Pretend our bodies are similar to a fulcrum pendulum. If you lift the pendulum on the left side 45
degrees and let it go, it will sway to the right side almost 45 degrees. This is called “Energy in Motion”.
Again, if you lift the pendulum up 60 degrees, it will sway to the other side almost 60 degrees. Just as a
pendulum is “Energy in Motion”, our bodies are similar in design. The body wants to complete the
energy it creates and it also wants to remain in balance.
What would happen if a janitor of a science museum that has a fulcrum pendulum decides it would be
fun to stop the swing of the pendulum? If that energy is interrupted in completing it’s purpose of
movement, it would start to shake, quivering because it was thrown out of balance.
Let’s equate that with our body systems. Take the illustration of this pendulum below. It represents the
food chain that our bodies need to fulfill its energy cycles for optimum health. On the right side, we
have complete protein through animal products. Next to complete protein, we can get protein from
plant sources such as nuts, beans or legumes. Legumes must be accompanied with grains to make it a
complete protein. To the left of the vegetable proteins, moving towards the center are vegetables.
These are specific vegetables called cruciferous vegetables. Examples are arugula, bok choy, broccoli,
brussels sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower, chinese cabbage, collard greens, daikon, kale, kohlrabi, mustard
greens, radishes, rutabaga, turnips, watercress, and wheatgrass. To most children, these are the boring
vegetables, the “yucky” ones! To the left of the cruciferous vegetables are the sweet and popular ones!
They are the ones our children and society predominantly eat. Examples are Potatoes (French Fries!)
corn, beets, peas and carrots. Next to the sweet vegetables on the food chain are fruits. To the far left
or the outside of the pendulum is straight sugar!
Here is the secret! The kicker to bring you into health or the kicker to kick you out of health, depends on
this principle of eating acid or alkaline forming foods! When you want balance, eat the foods on the
inside of the triangle, between the black dots of the pendulum chart. This creates alkaline blood. But if
you want to be kicked out of “health balance” eat on the parameter of the food chain! When we eat on
the outside parameter of the food chain, the body must swing to its counterpart to bring it back into
balance. If you eat a Big Mac with two meat patties, by pendulum law, the body needs a coke and
French fries or something sweet to BRING IT BACK INTO BALANCE! The outside choices we make, brings
cravings. If you eat four Oreo cookies, what do you crave? Milk!!! That is the body trying to seek
balance! If you eat a huge Thanksgiving dinner with lots of turkey, by pendulum law, your body creates
cravings for sugar to bring it back into balance. Thus, when we eat in the parameter of the food chain,
acid blood is created in us. Acid blood creates disease. Alkaline blood keeps the body in balance. Notice
what is in the pendulum of our food chain on this chart! It is the natural foods that our Creator made
for us. You can lose cravings by moving into the middle of the food chain.
Eskimos live in a severe climate. Thus they require more meat. Hawaiians did better on fruits and nuts
for their climate was hot, but invaders on the islands introduced meat to them. The Islanders gained

weight and became less healthy! In more temperate climates, there is a pattern also for us to learn
from. In the Fall, when it starts to get colder, squash is harvested. But in the hot summer months, the
water plants come on like zucchini and watermelon. August is a time fo the body to de-toxify itself from
environmental chemicals and wrong foods. In the spring, more flushing, de-toxing fruits come on such
as raspberries and strawberries.
Many new discoveries are being made by people who have tried and proved this theory. And many
doctors and scientists are seeing results also. When you keep your food intake in the middle of this
pendulum, it helps create and alkaline blood state pH of 7.6. you can be healthy and well by staying in
the middle! When you are sick, if you move further into cruciferous vegetables (the darker the better)
the blood will go more alkaline, helping your immune system to overcome its health challenges. Move
away from sugar and meat to stay healthy! Check out “THE RAVE DIET” from the Cleveland Clinic, “The
China Study” by Campbell and “Acid/Alkaline Diet” by Rudolph Whiley for even more data on this
subject
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